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Your Partner of Trust
Since 1971

شريــك تـــــثق فـــيه



Integrity

SIMEX GROUP GOVERNANCE

Integrity starts with individuals, Individuals who are 
perpetuated by ethics and reinforced by our corporate 
culture that has put SIMEX GROUP to an impressive 
position of trust among its patrons.

Empowering Leadership

Challenges can only be met by empowering people at all 
levels.  Making decisions and take actions within the 
framework of shared vision and mission.

Commitment to National Development

We believe that we must also do our share in nation 
building through programs in corporate social 
responsibility that help develop the country as a whole.
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OUR STORY & TODAY

Established in 1971, Simex Group stands as a testament to unwavering commitment, entrepreneurial spirit, and a vision for diversified growth. With 
a rich legacy spanning over five decades, we have emerged as a conglomerate of companies operating across a wide spectrum of industries. Simex 
Group's journey is one of continual innovation, adaptation, and a relentless pursuit of excellence.

Pioneering Excellence Since 1971

At Simex Group, we believe in the power of diversity. Our portfolio comprises a multitude of companies, each excelling in its domain while 
collectively contributing to our overarching mission – to enhance lives and elevate experiences. From the comforting embrace of our mattresses and 
linens to the precision of our carton and printing, from the essential purity of our bottled water to the convenience of our retail and car rental 
services, every facet of Simex Group reflects our commitment to meeting evolving needs with uncompromising quality.

Diversified Industries, United Purpose
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ViSION
Simex Group envisions a world where quality knows no boundaries. Our 
commitment to innovation, integrity, and customer-centricity drives us to 
consistently raise the bar across every industry we touch. As we step into 
the future, our mission remains steadfast – to create value, foster growth, 
and inspire lives.
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MiSSION
To ensure long-term profitability, increase brand value of product and 
services, provide career oppotunities and create synergies as we build 
mutually beneficial partnerships and alliances with those who share our 
philosophy and values.  With entrpreneurial strength, we continue to 
create a future that nurtures to the realization of our business endeavors 
and personal aspirations. 
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CSR

We swell significance to the lives of the people, we share 
in the progress of the country.

We are proud that the group’s proven expertise and path 
of recognition allowed us to be selective in our product 
and services to be environmentally friendly.

We gave birth to a new leadership when we set our 
objectives, strategues are developed, initiatives are taken 
and characters are built for the younger generation.

We respect the national rules as we extend our hand to 
those who are in need and we embrace culture di�erences 
by means of understanding each custom and diversity.
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OUR PILLARS
Our foundation  of being an entrepreneur 
where the strength of our reserved intellect 
remained injected into our dynamic clan. SIMEX 
Group operates in the industry with 
determination, hard work and the passion to 
build innovative and the  best products. SIMEX 
Group looks  to establish each brand to be the 
leader when it comes to producs and services 
in the nation.

W.L.L.rentsolutions
ذ .م. م.  رنـت سـولـيـوشـنـز

CAR SERVICES لخدمات السيارات

WLL

ذ م مدار الـــنـــســـيـــج

D A R  A L  N A S E E J
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DOHA FURNITURE FACTORY
مصنع الدوحة للمفروشات



SIMEX GROUP OF COMPANIES

Food & Beverage 

Mattresses & Linen 

Car Rental & Limousine Service 

Car Repair & Maintenance Service 

Carton & Printing

Warehousing & Logistics 

Facility management 

Carpentry

Foam

Real Estate
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Welcome to United food sta� factory, your trusted partner of bottled water. with a 
legacy spanning over 15 years, we have been quenching the thirst of millions with our 
commitment to purity and excellence. Our mission is simple: to provide you with the 
purest, most refreshing bottled water available. we've set the gold standard in hydration 
& Quality . Join us on a journey to stay refreshed and revitalized with every sip. 
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www.ufsf.co
www.sidrawater.qa



L O O M
H I G H  Q U A L I T Y  L I N E N S

دار الـــنـــســـيـــج
D A R  A L  N A S E E J
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Welcome to Dar Al Naseej, your premier destination for exquisite mattresses and luxurious 
linens. 

Our luxury mattress brand, Tansy, embodies the essence of opulence, crafted with precision 
and care, for those seeking the �nest in bedding, our indulgence linen brand, LOOM, o�ers 
a range of elegant and cozy options and our viable mattress and linen brand, Royal, 
designed to meet the exacting standards of businesses in the hospitality and retail sectors. 
We cater to a diverse clientele, ranging from retail furniture shops to hypermarkets and 
hospitality sector. At Dar Al Naseej, we blend American technology with international 
quality certi�cations to ensure that every product we o�er meets the highest standards. Our 
commitment to innovation, precision, and comfort is at the heart of everything we do.

www.daralnaseej.com



“Tansy where comfort is elegance”,  Blending the superior excellency of American Technology 
with the highest quality materials to provide exceptional masterpieces.  Every mattress across 
Tansy portfolio is designed to provide superior comfort and adding a unique touch to your decor.

Tansy takes a consumer-centric approach in everything it does, from designing, customizing, 
providing exceptional after sale service and 10 years warranty.

We are always embracing change and challenges, all the while making progress and  maintaining 
our trademark commitment to quality and value.

Showrooms:      Lusail, Boulevard    Doha Festival City    Salwa Road        Al Rayyan
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www.tansy.qa



Rent Solutions o�ers a versatile car rental experience, specializing in sedan and SUV 
rentals. With lease-to-own options, they provide �exible solutions. Enjoy the luxury of 
chau�eur-driven limousines. Convenient delivery to your location and easy branch 
returns make renting a breeze. Your go-to for seamless, varied car rental services.

rentsolutions
رنـت سـولـيـوشـنـز
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www.rentsolutions.qa



CAR SERVICES لخدمات السيارات

FIXERA is the epitome of automotive care, dedicated to providing exceptional car repair 
services. With a meticulous approach, they breathe new life into vehicles, addressing 
mechanical issues with precision and expertise. From engine diagnostics and maintenance 
to bodywork and restoration, FIXERA o�ers a comprehensive spectrum of solutions. Their 
skilled technicians, cutting-edge tools, and commitment to quality ensure vehicles are 
restored to prime condition. As a trusted partner in vehicular wellness, FIXERA stands as a 
beacon of reliability, assuring smooth rides and peace of mind for every driver who entrusts 
their beloved automobiles to their care.
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BoxTu� is a prominent company dedicated to crafting a wide array of carton boxes tailored to 
meet diverse packaging requirements. Renowned for its unwavering commitment to quality and 
versatility, BoxTu� stands out as a reliable leader in the packaging industry. Their product range 
spans from standard shipping boxes to custom-designed solutions, making them a one-stop 
destination for businesses and individuals alike. With a focus on durability, sustainability, and 
innovation, BoxTu� consistently delivers packaging solutions that protect, store, and transport 
items securely. Their dedication to customer satisfaction and eco-friendly practices sets them 
apart as a trusted choice for all carton box needs.
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Fast Warehousing and Packing, the latest addition to the esteemed SIMEX GROUP, operates with 
swiftness as its hallmark. Focused on logistics and pro�cient storage of dry goods and 
chemicals, it aspires to ascend as a premier national and international player in the �eld. With a 
commitment to speed and e�ciency, Fast aims to etch its name among the top-tier logistics 
companies in the country while carving a global reputation. This subsidiary embodies the 
group's dedication to innovation, responsiveness, and excellence in warehousing and packing 
services. Land area stretching up to 23 847.00sqm.  Fast Warehousing is one of the prestigious 
projects, which is comprised of Logistic and Chemical Materials Warehouse Development with 
the best land use mix as per Manateq requirements 
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RENOVATION embodies excellence in facility management, rede�ning spaces with expertise 
and innovation. Their comprehensive services encompass maintenance, upgrades, and 
optimization of diverse environments. With a keen eye for detail, they rejuvenate structures, 
ensuring functionality and aesthetics harmonize seamlessly. From commercial complexes to 
residential spaces, RENOVATION enhances living and working experiences. Their seasoned 
professionals bring expertise in every aspect, from electrical and plumbing solutions to 
interior design transformations. A cornerstone of e�ciency and sustainability, RENOVATION 
orchestrates transformations that transcend physical spaces, creating environments where 
form and function coalesce in perfect harmony.
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Nation Carpentry is the embodiment of woodworking mastery, channeling craftsmanship 
into every project. Specializing in the art of carpentry, they infuse precision and passion into 
each creation. With a focus on detail, their skilled artisans craft bespoke furniture, intricate 
woodwork, and structural marvels. From traditional elegance to modern ingenuity, Nation 
Carpentry translates visions into tangible wooden wonders. Their dedication to quality and 
creativity resonates in every piece, making them a cornerstone of timeless design. Whether 
it's custom furnishings or architectural accents, this company brings the warmth and beauty 
of wood to life in every corner they touch.
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DOHA FURNITURE FACTORY
مصنع الدوحة للمفروشات

At Doha Furniture, we specialize in crafting foams of unparalleled quality and high resilience, 
catering to a diverse range of applications and industries. we excel in producing foams at 
varying densities that meet and exceed the demands of our valued customers.

Our dedication to excellence and expertise in foam manufacturing has made us a frontrunner 
in the industry. Whether you require foams for furniture, automotive, bedding, or any other 
specialized application, Doha Furniture is your go-to choice for top-tier, resilient foam 
solutions. With a focus on quality, durability, and customer satisfaction, we strive to provide 
you with foam products that stand the test of time.



ULG Trading Contracting and Real Estate is a dynamic company operating in the thriving real 
estate sector, with a signi�cant presence spanning from Doha, Qatar, to Dubai. Specializing in 
a diverse portfolio, ULG o�ers an array of residential options, including luxurious villas and 
modern apartments, catering to various lifestyle preferences. Additionally, they excel in 
commercial real estate, providing cutting-edge o�ce spaces and commercial buildings. With a 
commitment to excellence, ULG prioritizes customer satisfaction, making them a trusted 
partner for those seeking quality properties in the vibrant real estate markets of Qatar and 
Dubai. Their expertise and dedication shine through in every project they undertake.
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OUR PARTNERS 
SIMEX GROUP fosters exceptional client and partner relationships, de�ned by trust and 
excellence. A steadfast ally, they prioritize collaborative growth, delivering on 
commitments with unwavering integrity. A beacon of reliability, SIMEX GROUP stands 
as your trusted partner, ensuring shared success through every endeavor.
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Tel. No.: +974 4441 4447    Fax No.: +974 4441 3421
D Ring Road, Zone 41, Hilal Street 250, Bldg.224, Villa 94

P.O. Box 30430, Doha - Qatar

www.simexgroup.qa


